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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Greetings to you all.
By the time you receive this copy of the Conrod we
would have had our Festival Week display and the
February meeting will be a time to analyse and discuss
the results.
As I sit here writing this, the day before the official start, I
can’t help but be a bit apprehensive about the weather as I
look out at the rather set in looking drizzle.
After such a long dry spell it appears that the drought has
come to an end. As other members are quick to point out
there is no way to plan the weather.
On behalf of all the members I wish to thank Michael
Forrest and his Festival Committee for all the work that
they have done to ensure that all goes well.
To all the members who willingly displayed their models
and worked so hard to ensure that our display was of a
high standard, I thank you.
I have been informed that our Australian friends, with
their Tethered Cars, are expected to visit again this year. I
thank them for adding interest to the week and trust they
had an enjoyable visit to our club and City.
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SCALE RAILWAY
At our January meeting, John Knight started the
ball rolling by giving us some tips on
programming DCC locos. He used his computer
running the JMRI program
(http://jmri.sourceforge.net), with a “sprog”
plugged into both the USB port on the
computer, and a test track for the loco. There
are two versions of sprogs (see
http://www.sprog-dcc.co.uk): Sprog II, a lower
current one used mainly for programming a
DCC loco, and SPROG3, a more expensive one
that can be used to both program and drive up
to about four trains around a layout. These
devices can only change the CV (Configuration
Variable
[http://www.dccwiki.com/Configuration_Varia
ble]) in the DCC decoder fitted to the
locomotive. They do not program a loco sound
chip. The CV determines the setting of a
number of features, but John mentioned that
some of the most important are: 2 or 4 digit
addressing (of the electronic name for the loco);
direction of motion; analogue conversion mode
(i.e. should the loco respond to both DC and
DCC controls?); acceleration & deceleration
rates of the motor; and speed profile controls.
You can change a selection, or all of these CV
values using the sprog.
We then discussed arrangements for Festival
Week. Current plans for exhibition running are:
the first Sat, Sun and Monday will be USA
prototypes; Tuesday, European and club gear;
Wednesday & Thursday will be NZR; and for
Friday (Waitangi Day) and the last Sat & Sun
the British Lads will run. Our day for helping
on the outdoor track is Waitangi day.
Over the last few weeks Giam has been
planting (and sometimes replacing) trees, and
adding some scenery material to the OO scale
layout.

GROUP GET TOGETHERS
Boat Group Wednesday Following the General
Meeting 7.30pm
Engineering Third Monday 7.30pm
Scale Railway Each Tuesday 7.30pm
Thursday Toilers 9.30 am to 4pm Weekly

Ferg has attended to the OO layout light switch,
and Brian has added the relays necessary to isolate
the remaining two DC controllers on the layout.
That now means that all DC controllers can be left
plugged in when running the OO layout on DCC.
Please make sure that you switch off or remove any
DC locos on the layout before switching the layout
to DCC. Thanks for the progress fellas! We look
forward to some trouble free running over our
exhibition period!

Bits on the table:
Giam showed a locomotive kit by “Metal Earth” –
a static model of about N scale size, which he had
been given for Christmas. Although the package
did not specify the loco type, some detective work
shows that it may be a Union Pacific FEF series 48-4 #844.
Selwyn had bought some nice N gauge trams from
TradeMe. These are powered, but only from the
track, not the overhead.
Ferg brought along two Hornby coaches – LNER
“Teak” coaches to ask about wheel re-gauging.
These have silver seal wheels with square axle and
wheel assembly (the wheels were round!) with
metal tyres and are of 1970 to 1977 vintage. These
wheel types have given some trouble on our layout
before due to slightly narrow gauge and I
understand that this is caused by varying track and
wheel standards adopted by Hornby over time. The
simplest solution seems to re-wheel them.
Murray brought along a DVD of a railway trip he
had filmed from Mydal to Fläm in Norway, which
several “players and stayers” later viewed and
enjoyed.
By Brian Niven
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Selwyn’s neat n-gauge Tram Cars
Giam sprucing up the HO layout

Scale Railroading “the problems under here”

John and Selwyn perform similar work on the Ngauge layout

NEXT MEETING
MONDAY
FEBRUARY 9TH 7.30pm
FEED BACK ON FESTIVAL WEEK

The first

proper play with DCC on the HO/OO layout
a few nights ago
Huge thanks to Murray and Brian for all their work.
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Some
of the members
at May
running day
Engineering
Group
News

Sorry readers no report forwarded
Ed.
Club Loco Maintenance
Walked into the club a few days ago and found
Brian Niven beavering away in the Library where it
turned out he was working on tidying up and
repairing the hand controllers for the clubs electric
locos.
He informed me that he was one of the original
group that built the locos and their controls.
I listened with interest as he related the challengers
and occasional set backs that were suffered during
their assembly.
This obviously made him the ideal man to carry out
the repairs on these devices.
He explained to me that they were all in reasonable
condition considering their age and the use they
have had.
Fortunately I had my camera out in the truck (Great
Wall utes have a Great sized glove box; lockable)
so I popped out, grabbed the camera and caught
Brian in action as he worked on the controllers (all
three).

The insides of a hand controller
Wearing my Presidents hat I want to thank Brian
for his work on behalf of all of us as members.
By Editor

The clubs two electric locos to which the
controllers Brian was working on are fitted

The man looks very happy in his work don’t you
think?
A quick look at the next picture and you will see
that there’s a wee bit inside one of these units.
Aerial view of our club. Looks good
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SCENE AT THE CLUB
TETHERED CAR GROUP

Cars lined up in front of the Pit Shed

The Tether Car Group had a run day on Saturday
17th January with 6 cars taking part in the run.
Apparently Murray Wrights car, which had a bit
of a reputation for only being able to complete a
couple of laps, finally got up and going giving a
relatively trouble free run. Its first completed run
was 87.2Kph followed by runs of 131,135 and
final run of 132Kph. All this shows that
perseverance does pay off.
Gordon Rusbatch posted the fastest run of the day
at 150.88Kph with his model Hot Rod and the
slowest apparent was Colin Downing, operating
one of Chris Kennedy’s cars, recording a sedate
114.95Kph.
All other recorded speeds were very close,
ranging from 128Kph to 135Kph.

Bevan and Vaughan discuss the merits of using a
stainless steel piston in a brass cylinder of a small
Donkey Engine Vaughan is building

Main hall Festival Week display

By Editor
From information supplied

Model Locos on display
Murray Wrights completed car
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BOAT GROUP REPORT
January 2015
The group night was attended by 14 members
with the expectation of
having an hours boating on the pond but
unfortunately the weather had other ideas and
light rain was the order of the evening.
The night started off with part three of the
finishing off the hull ready
for the chine battens, bilge rails, propeller
brackets etc. that are better fitted after the
hull has the glass matt lay up and filling, fairing
with micro balloons with a coat of epoxy resin to
seal up the filling and fairing.
What are micro balloons? It is a name given to
low density fillers e.g.
glass spheres also called Q-cells depending on
manufacture of product.
For the demonstration Gordon used phenolic
micro balloons which are hollow phenolic resin
spheres reddish brown in colour part size 50
microns. Mixed with epoxy resin, Aerosil
(colloidal silica) to thicken the resin this makes
an easy to shape sanding filler. Gordon has read
that phenolic micro balloons should not be
mixed with polyester or vinyl ester resins as the
styrene component can have an adverse effect on
the phenolic balloons.
Bits on the table
Murray Wright, brought along the body of his
tethered car now much
modified, this is a good example of what can be
done with a, Dremel with
cutting, grinding and sanding drum, epoxy resin,
fibre glass cloth plus lots of
micro balloons and know respect for the car
body. The end result after a
slick paint and decal job from Murray it looks
fantastic, but as one comment I
over heard was( it's on bloody steroids) can't be
it's a dope free club.
Bill King was wandering around a second hand
shop when on holiday and found a very
informative book of Navy warships.
The content of this book is full with photos of
warships and their specifications plus a short
history.

The book covers navy ships from nations
around the world that have warships big and
small. Bill passed on to the member's that he
will lend the book out to those who are
interested.
Brian McCurdy is fitting radio gear and almost
ready to test run his latest model of the Loyal
Moderator a well detailed scale model of HM
Navy fleet auxiliary.
Brian also spoke about a model he inherited
from his late brother some time ago. It is a
model of the old Timaru harbour tug Aoraki and
is now about to recommence work on it. This is
a result of a fortuitous find of some excellent
pictures in a book he borrowed from the
Mosgiel Library filling in many of the missing
details.
Garry Douglas spoke on progress with the tug
‘ST Canute’ which is now at the
completion stage of deck fittings and decals.
Murray Vince spoke about the finishing of the
Juno, and the lighting he has
fitted to the inside cabins along with navigation
lights. All that is left to be done is the lettering
for the hull.
The evening finished off with the usual
discussion on what has been happening
in the workshops. This is always an informative
part of night with helpful ways to get around
some of those “at the time impossible
problems” with model making. As we were
about to leave the weather improved a little so
we adjourned to the pond and watched Murray
give the Juno a run with all the lights going and
a very realistic sight it is, well done Murray.
Next month will be bits on the table or what is
new to the world of model making.
By Gordon Duell
For Boat Group leader
Henry Goosselink.
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Alex Campbell Menswear Window Display

The ‘Juno’ looking resplendent on the pond at
night

Not all members are probably aware that Alec
Campbell Menswear in South Dunedin were one of
our sponsors for Festival Week and offered some
space in their front window for a display.
This offer was gratefully received by the Festival
Organising Committee and below is a picture of the
display.
Models on display are a Jet Boat, partly constructed
Tethered Car, a Yacht and a very nice diorama of an
HO scale Loco and wagons.
Unfortunately the light was a little in the wrong place
when I took the photo hence the reflection in the
picture.
However I can assure members that it was a sharp
looking display and in the short time that I was there
with Michael Forrest and John Knight there were
many pleasing comments from passers-bye.
By editor

In this view the lettering for the name has been
installed

The Window Display
The models on display are; Andrew Douglas’s Jet
Boat, Brian McCurdy’s Tethered Car, Kevin
Gamble’s Yacht, Geoff Murray’s HO Breakdown
Train sitting on a Diorama by John Knight.
Big thanks to all.

The hardy few who viewed the night show of the
Juno and her lights. Note: - the white spots in
the shot are a refection of the flash in rain
droplets; not snow flakes

Looking at the aerial photo of the club
(page 4) there appears to be plenty of room
and scope for a Garden (or G-Gauge)
layout. I’ve been hearing a few mutterings
about that around the club last week or
two. Suggested by John Clover I believe.
Excellent idea in my opinion
Ed
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